In order to effectively analysis of shipping economy and forecast the impact of refining steel on air pollution trends in China, this article's objective was to introduce an adaptive filtering algorithm, it is constructed by using MATLAB simulation model to forecast shipping volume of iron ore in the future, which includes experimental simulation process, technical principle and theoretical model. Results indicate that through the model is set by the small error, select the four weights, and then through the iterative operation to obtain the best weight; through the previous group of data as a weight to build, the last set of data as a weight verification. This article's conclusions indicate that the weights are obtained using the iterative algorithm, the percentage of error is only 0.0149, it illustrates the model can effectively predict the shipping volume of iron ore in subsequent years, a simple forecasting model of shipping volume of iron ore is constructed in the future. And further analysis of the precise optimization of the follow-up model.
INTRODUCTION
The new Air Pollution Prevention and Control Law came into effect on January 1, 2016, which insists on the governance of the source and improves the relevant system from the perspective of promoting the transformation of economic development, optimizing the industrial structure and adjusting the energy structure. With the development of science and technology, industrial emissions and environmental issues become increasingly serious, motor vehicle exhaust pollution and industrial enterprises emissions pollution is caused by two major causes of air pollution, and smelting the steel industry is the first to bear the brunt. In this paper, adaptive filtering algorithm is introduced to predict the amount of iron ore in China in the next few years.
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The traditional adaptive filtering algorithm, because it requires multiple iterations in the calculation process, if the judgment condition is harsh, and its calculation result is the same as the improved effect in this study, but the computation is slower because of the large number of iterations, And obtain the same set of weights in line with the judgment conditions, inferior to the judgment conditions in this study. Therefore, this study aims to effectively forecast the iron ore volume in China in the next few years based on the adaptive filtering algorithm, which can effectively analyze the causes of air pollution and have a certain degree of predictive effect on the development of shipping industry in the next few years.
IMPROVED ADAPTIVE FILTERING ALGORITHM
Adaptive filtering algorithm is often used as a prediction algorithm. At present, there are many scholars at home and abroad on the adaptive filtering algorithm for a lot of research [1] [2] [3] [4] . Such as the traditional batch filtering algorithm, but the algorithm in the filtering process, the need for a large number of initial training text, while the accuracy and recall rate is not high, and in the field of transportation is not applied. As shown in Figure 1 , for the design of iron ore shipping volume forecasting model of the system flow chart. 
The number of weights N value selection
For the adaptive filtering algorithm, the selection of each parameter value is constrained, for example, N = 4. Since the abscissa is the year, the weight of the four numbers is chosen as the iteration of the algorithm, and it is generally better the adaptability. If the abscissa is the month, the general selection of 6 or 12 weights.
Filter constant K selected
Filter constant K selection should note the following[5，6]: A. The closer the number of iterations is, the faster the calculation is, B. In order to avoid the K value is too large and cause the error sequence divergence, should let K less than or equal to 1 / N; C. In the case of the K-value expression and the final value of the formula (1). 
Weight Selection and Correction
As above, W=1/N=0.25; So W1=W2=W3=W4=W= 0.25; the system has the following values: and the model has four weights, W1, W2, W3, W4; Iterations need to re-correct the weight W, the correction formula is as follows: 
Where the error in the formula (6) as shown.
The forecast of sea traffic can be obtained from formula (7), and Yd18-Yd20 can be obtained by formula. 
IRON ORE SHIPPING VOLUME FORECASTING MODEL To Determine the Conditions to Improve
The traditional adaptive filtering predicts the iteration to jump out of the judgment condition emm = errt-errt-1, when the set condition is met and the loop is executed. And the condition of this model is chosen as follows. This kind of judgment condition can make the iteration speed faster, and can effectively obtain the real effective data. err= error (8)
Model Input Parameter Selection
As shown in Table 1 for the past year, the amount of iron ore shipments data, as will be the following table, the data into the model after the process according to the process of calculation can be achieved after the next few years to predict the amount of iron ore shipments. Where Y is the actual amount of iron ore. Which Y1-Y18 correspond to 1999-2016 respectively.
MATLAB Simulation and Analysis of Results
Through MATLAB simulation we can obtain two sets of the final weight data, through the iteration T from 5 to take the value of 17. Finally, the weights obtained in turn are shown in Table 2 , where Data0 is the data obtained using Yd18 and Data1 is the data obtained using Y18.
By the formula (7), Yd18-Yd22 can be obtained in turn, the following table is the predicted data of shipping volume of iron ore. Among when the Yd18 had been used, Yd1 had been gotten; When the Y18 had been used, Yd2 had been gotten.
As shown below are the use of Yd18 and Y18 obtained by the iron ore sea traffic forecast trend image 
CONCLUSION
Using this system model to predict Yd18, and then compared with the actual value of Y18, Found that the error margin ess is only 1.49%, as shown in formula (9). It can be seen that the prediction accuracy of 2016 is very high, then prove that the system has a certain accuracy, and then use a more accurate actual value Y18 into the system, the Yd19 that is 2017 iron ore shipping volume. Through the image display we can find the next few years, iron ore shipments may also be stable and continued to rise. It is important to effectively predict the future volume of iron ore and the prevention and control of air pollution from the source.
